We present a novel method to fabricate flexible and tunable plasmonic nanostructures based on combination of soft lithography and nanosphere lithography, and perform a comprehensive structural and optical characterization of these structures. Spherical latex particles are uniformly deposited on glass slides and used as molds for polydimethylsiloxane to obtain nanovoid structures. The diameter and depth of the nanostructures are controlled by the size of the latex particles. These surfaces are coated with a thin Ag layer for fabrication of uniform plasmonic nanostructures. Structural characterization of these surfaces is performed by SEM and AFM. Optical properties of these plasmonic nanostructures are evaluated via UV/ Vis absorption spectroscopy, dark field microscopy, and surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS). Position of the surface plasmon absorption depends on the diameter and depth of the nanostructures. SERS enhancement factor (measured up to 1.4 3 10 6 ) is dependent on the plasmon absorption wavelength and laser wavelength used in these experiments.
S
urface plasmons (SPs) are collective excitation of free conductive electrons on noble metal thin films or nanoparticle surfaces excited by electromagnetic radiation at the metal-dielectric interface 1 . The study of the interaction between light and metallic nanostructures is a rapidly emerging research area known as plasmonics, which is the branch of the nanophotonics field [2] [3] [4] [5] . Plasmonic nanostructures have the ability to control and manipulate visible light at the nanometer scale [6] [7] [8] . Examples of plasmonic devices include plasmonic filters 6 , wave-guides [6] [7] [8] , and nanoscopic light sources 9 . In addition, the research area dealing with the interaction of molecules or molecular structures with plasmonic nanostructures is another rapidly growing field, due to potential analytical applications such as surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) 10 , localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) spectroscopy 11 , and surface plasmon resonance (SPR) spectroscopy 12, 13 . Plasmonic nanostructures have also been used in biomedical applications, due to their tunable response (absorption and scattering) to incident light 14 . Several studies involving the use of plasmonic nanostructures in biophysical research 15, 16 , biomedical imaging and sensing 17, 18 and medical diagnostic 19 and cancer therapy 20, 21 have been reported in the literature.
There are two types of surface plasmons: (i) propagating and (ii) non-propagating 1, 22 . Propagating surface plasmons are called surface plasmonpolaritons (SPRs) generated on noble (such as Au or Ag) metallic thin films (10-200 nm in thickness). Non-propagating surface plasmons, on the other hand, are called localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs) and are generated on the surface of nanoparticles of 10-200 nm in size 22, 23 . For SPRs, the electromagnetic field generated on the noble metallic thin film propagates in the x-and y-directions in the range of 10-100 mm and in z-direction in the range of 200-300 nm along the metal-dielectric interface, depending on the type of metal, film thicknesses, and surface roughness of thin film 5, 23, 24 . However the electromagnetic field of the LSPRs decays exponentially away from the surface of the nanoparticle, extending to only a few nanometers 25 . The plasmonic properties of metallic nanoparticles are strongly dependent on their type, size, shape, and composition, as well as the dielectric environment [26] [27] [28] [29] . The synthesis and preparation of plasmonic nanostructures is a research area with a significant impact on various applications to photonics, opto-electronics 3, 4 , electronics 30, 31 , chemical and biological sensing 23, 32, 33 , medical diagnostics and therapy 20, 21 . Two approaches are commonly used for the preparation of plasmonic nano- structures: bottom-up and top-down 34 . The bottom-up approach involves the reduction of metal salts or assembly of nanoparticles in suspension or on the surface [35] [36] [37] . On the other hand, the top-down approach is based on the preparation of the structure on smooth thin films using lithographic techniques [38] [39] [40] such as electron beam lithography (EBL) 41, 42 and focused ion beam (FIB) [43] [44] [45] lithography. The advantage of these techniques is the precise size control of the nanostructure, but is associated with high cost, small area of the structure, and long manufacturing time 46 . Alternative methods such as nanosphere lithography 47 and soft lithography 48 are also used for the preparation of plasmonic structures.
Preparation of tunable plasmonic nanostructures is essential for SERS applications. Higher SERS enhancement factors are obtained when the wavelength of the LSPR of the nanostructure (l LSPR ) is located between the excitation wavelength (l exc ) and the wavelength of Raman signal (l RS ) 49 . Theoretical and experimental results demonstrated that the maximum enhancement occurs when the l LSPR is equal to the average of the l exc and the l RS ; that is, l LSPR 5 K(l exc 1 l RS ) [50] [51] [52] [53] . Various advanced methods have been employed to fabricate 3D well-defined nanostructures to control and manipulate the plasmonic properties in order to maximize the enhancement factor for SERS experiments [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] . Nanoholes and nanovoids have been used as SERS substrates. Nanoholes were prepared using EBL 56, 60 , FIB 57 or soft lithography 55, 58, 64 , while the nanovoid arrays were prepared using porous anodic alumina 65 or the combination of nanosphere lithography and electrochemical deposition technique 54, 61, 62 . In these methods, plasmonic properties were tuned by changing the diameter and periodicity (hole spacing) of the nanoholes to obtain the maximum SERS enhancement 56, 57, 60 . For nanovoids, changing the void diameter and height was used to tune their plasmonic properties 54, 61 . The reported enhancement factors obtained from nanoholes and nonovoids are around 10 4 -10 6 (55-58,60) . In this study, we used a simple method consisting of a combination of soft lithography and nanosphere lithography to fabricate large area, tunable, and mechanically flexible plasmonic nanostructures. Soft lithographic methods that use elastomers such as polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) offer three important advantages: parallelism, simplicity, and flexibility. Nanosphere lithography, on the other hand, uses small spherical particles to obtain a template for lithography. In our study, spherical sulfate latex particles with different diameters were deposited on a regular glass slide and used as template for the PDMS elastomer. PDMS elastomer was poured on the deposited latex particles and cured to obtain bowl-shaped nanovoids on the PDMS surfaces. The Ag layer (60 nm) was sputtered on the PDMS with and without Cr (5 nm) to obtain flexible plasmonic nanostructures. The plasmonic properties of these nanostructures were tuned by changing the size of the latex particles. For larger particles, larger diameter and deeper nanovoids were obtained. For smaller particles, smaller diameter and shallower nanovoids were obtained. The structural properties were characterized using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM). The characterizations of optical properties of nanostructure were performed using UV/Vis absorption spectroscopy, dark field microscopy, and SERS.
Similar substrates have been previously reported in the literature 54, 65 . These SERS-active nanovoids substrates were prepared by assembling a monolayer of uniform polystyrene colloidal particles onto a gold coated surface and then electrodepositing gold through this template to produce rigid nanovoids with controlled thicknesses. The nanovoids prepared in this way are not flexible and need a preprepared gold-coated surface. In addition, the colloidal particles must form monolayer to grow gold and generate nanovoids. In these studies, the plasmonic modes were tuned by changing the diameter of colloidal particles and thickness of the deposited gold 54, 65 . In contrast, our substrate is flexible and we are using only the top layer of the deposited colloidal particles. Therefore, this method does not need a monolayer of colloidal particles, simplifying the fabrication procedure.
Flexible substrates have also been prepared 66 . However, our substrate is prepared in a simpler way without the electrochemical deposition step described in 66 and we show and characterize substrates with different nanovoid sizes. We also demonstrate the utility of such substrates for SERS measurements.
Results
Preparation and structural characterization of flexible nanostructures. The combination of nanosphere lithography and soft lithography was used to fabricate tunable and flexible plasmonic nanostructures. Figure 1 A-C shows the schematic, photographs, and SEM images illustrating the fabrication steps of plasmonic nanostructures. First, colloidal latex particles (1600 nm, 1400 nm, 1200 nm, 1000 nm, 800 nm, and 600 nm in diameter) were assembled from a droplet on a regular glass slide. The dropped latex particles were quickly dried in the oven to eliminate preferential accumulation of particles on the outside of the droplet (a phenomenon known as the coffee ring effect), and obtain a uniform assembly of particles on the surface. More than one layer of particles can be obtained in this way, which is not critical for this approach. Next, viscous PDMS elastomer was poured onto the deposited latex particles and cured in an oven for 2 hours at 100uC. The PDMS filled all the voids and covered the latex particles. The PDMS was then peeled off from the surface. Depending on size of the latex particles, bowl-shaped nanovoids with different diameters and depths were obtained at the bottom surface of PDMS. The peeled PDMS was washed to remove the latex residues and was then used as mold for the fabrication of SEM characterization of the structures. SEM was used to characterize the self-assembly of latex particles and plasmonic nanostructures on PDMS surfaces. Figure 2 shows the SEM images of latex particles with three different sizes (1600 nm, 1400 nm, and 800 nm) assembled on the glass slide and plasmonic nanovoids obtained on the PDMS surface using these latex particles. The assembled latex particles are very uniform and closely packed on the glass slide, as seen in the Figure 2 . The diameter of metal-coated voids produced on the PDMS surface was approximately 200 nm smaller then the size of the latex particles, due to the thickness of the added metal layer. For example, when the 1200 nm latex particles were used as mold for the PDMS, the diameter of coated PDMS was around 1000 nm. As shown in Figure 2 , bowl-shaped nanovoids with different diameters and depths can easily be prepared by using different sizes of latex particles.
AFM characterization. Next we used AFM to determine the depth of the nanovoids on the PDMS surfaces. Figure 3 shows representative AFM 2D and 3D images (5 mm x 5 mm), as well as a line profile (depth scan) of the coated PDMS surfaces prepared using 1000 nm latex particles.
The size of voids was measured to be around 800 nm, which is also consistent with SEM images (200 nm smaller). The nanovoids can easily be seen on 3D AFM image ( Figure 3B ). The line analysis was performed to demonstrate the uniformity and measure the depths of the voids. The depth of Ag coated PDMS was around 300 nm when the 1000 nm latex particles were used, and it appears to be very uniform across many voids (Figure 3 C). The summary results of structural characterization can be found on the Table 1 .
Optical characterization of plasmonic nanostructures. We used several techniques for optical characterization of plasmonic nanostructures: UV/Vis absorption spectroscopy, dark field microscopy, and SERS. 1200 nm, and 800 nm in diameter) on the glass slides and Ag coated PDMS surface prepared using the corresponding size of latex particles. Please note that, due to the metallic layer, the size of nanovoids is smaller than the size of the latex particles. www.nature.com/scientificreports UV/Vis absorption spectroscopy is routinely used for the characterization of plasmonic structures. The absorption spectra helped us determine the spectral position of the plasmon resonance. The PDMS plasmonic surface area was cut with a scalpel and placed inside a disposable plastic cuvette to perform a wavelength scan (400-900 nm). Figure 4 shows the absorption spectra of prepared nanovoids on PDMS surface having six different diameters and depths, as well as a smooth thin film on PDMS and non-coated PDMS surface. The non-coated PDMS is transparent, and therefore no absorption band was observed. However, when the nanovoids were coated with a Ag layer, two main absorption bands were observed. The two dominant absorption maxima (two plasmonic modes) were obtained for all nanostructure sizes, except for the 400 nm voids and Ag thin film on PDMS, which appear to have a similar appearance.
Dark field microscopy was also used for the optical characterization of the plasmonic nanostructures. The color obtained from the dark field microscope is correlated to the scattering of the light by the nanostructures. The dark field images of the plasmonic structures with different void sizes are presented in Figure 5 . The voids having larger sizes appear red under the dark field microscope. However, when the void size decreases, the color of the surfaces transitions from brown to yellow, then green, suggesting that the scattering wavelength of the plasmonic structures shifts to shorter wavelengths. This is consistent with the results obtained from the absorption spectra of the nanostructures.
SERS measurements. Finally, the optical characterization of fabricated nanostructures was performed using SERS. It is well known that the SERS enhancement is strongly dependent on the plasmonic properties of the nanostructures. Tunability of the structures allows maximization of the SERS enhancement, which is critical for analytical purposes where detection of low concentrations of analytes of interest is desired. It is well documented that the maximum enhancement is achieved when l LSPR of the nanostructures is between l exc (laser) and l RS of analyte [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] . Two different laser wavelengths (633 nm and 785 nm) were used to excite the analyte on the nanostructures. The SERS signal from self-assembled 4-ATP molecules was measured and used to evaluate the SERS performance of the Ag coated, flexible, bowl-shaped nanovoid plasmonic structures with different sizes and depths. Figure 6 shows the SERS spectra obtained from 4-Aminothiophenol (4-ATP) molecules (A) and peak intensity changes at 1075 cm 21 for different void sizes (B). The SERS intensity of the spectra is completely different depending on the size of the nanovoids which is related to l exc , l RS and l LSPR (marked as vertical lines in Figure 4) . The peak at around 1075 cm 21 was used to evaluate the SERS performance of the structures. l RS was calculated and found to be 679 nm when the l exc is 633 nm. The maximum enhancement should be obtained when the l LSPR is approximately 656 nm, which is close to the l LSPR of plasmonic structures having 800 nm void sizes. Thus, when the nanovoid structures (800 nm) are used, maximum SERS enhancement should be obtained. The experimental results confirmed this, as maximum SERS intensity was observed for 800 nm nanovoid structure. In order to promote the adhesion of the Ag layer on PDMS, we explored the use of an additional Cr layer underneath Ag. This layer is approximately 5 nm thick and prevents the delamination of Ag during vigorous washing steps such as acid treatment. SERS spectra were obtained from 4-ATP molecules assembled on the PDMS surface coated with a Cr (5 nm) and Ag (60 nm) layer (see Figure 6C) . The same trend for SERS intensity versus void size was obtained compared to Ag coated PDMS surfaces. The maximum intensity for the 1075 cm 21 peak was observed when the void size of the structure is 800 nm.
SERS spectra are also obtained using a 785 nm laser from all nanostructures coated with Ag, or Cr and Ag. The maximum enhancement conditions are different due to the use of a different l exc . l RS is 857 nm (for the 1075 cm 21 peak) when the l exc is 785 nm. The maximum enhancement should be obtained when the plasmonic structures have a l LSPR at around 821 nm. When the absorption spectra of nanostructures are examined, the maximum enhancement can be obtained using nanovoids of approximately 1400 nm in size. Figure 7 shows the SERS spectra obtained from 4-ATP molecules assembled on the plasmonic nanostructures (Cr and Ag coated) having different sizes and depths (A) and peak intensity changes at 1075 cm 21 depending on the size differences (B), and SERS spectra of 4-ATP assembled on the plasmonic structures (Ag coated) (C). The experimental results demonstrate that the maximum intensity was observed when the nanostructures have a diameter of 1400 nm. When the size of the nanostructures was reduced, the SERS intensity decreased (see Figure 7 B ). Similar experimental results were obtained when only Ag was used to coat the PDMS surfaces (see Figure 7C) .
Next, SERS spectra were obtained from Cr and Ag coated thin film PDMS surfaces and compared with SERS of structured PDMS surfaces. Figure 8 shows the SERS spectra of 4-ATP molecules assembled on these surfaces. The improvement in SERS spectra obtained with smooth thin film versus structured (nanovoids) surfaces was calculated based on the peak height measured at 1075 cm 21 . The SERS intensity of 4-ATP molecules on the structured surface (void diameter of 800 nm) was approximately 25 times higher than the intensity on the thin film when the 633 nm laser was used. On the other hand, a 46 times higher SERS intensity was measured for 1400 nm nanovoids when the 785 nm laser was used. A small increase in SERS intensity is expected due to larger area of the nanovoid structures, which provides a larger biding surface for the 4-ATP molecules. However, the surface area of nanovoids is only approximately 2 times higher than the area of the thin film, accounting for only a factor of two increase in intensity. When the SERS intensities obtained at the two different excitation wavelengths are compared, lower improvement is observed for 633 nm excitation. These results demonstrate that the well-defined nanovoid structures can increase electromagnetic field confinement in the voids, and can thus contribute to the enhancement of the Raman signal.
A recent report demonstrates that adhesion layers can decrease the SERS enhancement due to the deterioration of surface plasmons depending on the type and thickness of the adhesion layers using a 633 nm laser 70 . The SERS spectra were obtained from the Ag (60 nm) coated structures and Cr (5 nm) and Ag (60 nm) coated PDMS surfaces having 800 nm void size for 633 nm laser excitation and 1400 nm void size for 785 nm excitation wavelength to evaluate the deterioration of surface plasmons in the proposed structures using 1.0 3 10 26 M Rhodamine 6G molecules (see Figure 9 ). When the SERS spectra are examined, it is found that the dampening of the enhancement is larger when the 633 nm laser is used compared with an experiment where a 785 nm laser generates excitation of the Raman signal. The dampening in the enhancement is around 45 times on the Cr coated surface for 633 nm laser excitation and only approximately 10 times on the Cr coated surface when the 785 nm laser is used. The same experimental results were obtained for all sizes of structures. We found that the dampening of the surface plasmons is dependent not only on the thickness of the adhesion layers, but also on the excitation wavelength, a fact that was not previously reported. This allows us to conclude that if an adhesion layer is necessary, longer wavelengths will be more suitable for the SERS experiments.
Finally, the SERS enhancement factor was calculated using Rhodamine 6G. The peak at 1512 cm 21 was used to calculate the enhancement factor for the fabricated nanostructures. Rhodamine 6G solutions at concentrations of 1.0 3 10 21 M and 1.0 3 10 26 M are used for the bulk Raman and SERS experiments, respectively, using laser at 633 and 785 nm. The enhancement factor was estimated by using the formula I SERS /I Bulk xC Bulk /C SERS . Figure 10 shows the spectra of bulk Raman and SERS spectra of Rhodamine 6G dropped on a CaF 2 slide and on nanovoid structures. Based on previous results ( Figure 5 and 6 ) that demonstrate the maximum SERS intensity for different size PDMS structures at different excitation wavelengths, we choose 800 nm void structures for 633 nm excitation ( Figure 10A ) and 1400 nm void structures for the 785 nm laser ( Figure 10B ). The concentration factor (the ratio of the Rhodamine 6G concentration used for spontaneous Raman vs SERS) was 1.0 3 10 5 , and the intensity ratios were 14.2 and 13.1 for 633 and 785 nm lasers, respectively. From here, maximum enhancement factors of 1.42 3 10 6 (for 800 nm nanovoids and 633 nm excitation) and 1.31 3 10 6 (for 1400 nm nanovoids and 785 nm excitation) were determined.
Discussion
In this study we demonstrated a simple and novel method to fabricate tunable and flexible plasmonic nanostructures based on the combination of nanosphere lithography and soft lithography. We also presented a systematic and comprehensive characterization (structural and optical) of the structures. Structural characterization was performed using SEM and AFM, demonstrating that the diameters of the plasmonic nanostructures were approximately 200 nm smaller than the latex particles used as mold for the structures, due to the thickness of the metallic layer. Furthermore, the size of the structures was tunable both in depth and diameter and followed the size of the latex particles. The total area of nanostructures obtained from a single drop, while maintaining a uniform structure, is around 5 mm in diameter, which is significantly larger than the area that can be obtained with other lithography techniques. Lower magnification SEM images that demonstrate the uniformity of the structures in a larger area are shown in Figure 11 for surfaces prepared using 1600 nm and 800 nm latex particles. This demonstrates the potential for scaling up the technology. The latex particle can also be deposited on larger areas using other assembly techniques, such as convective assembly. Another important observation is that in our study the void size changes in both diameter and depth when different particle sizes are used. This is not the case in previous studies, where different particle sizes produce only changes in the diameter of the voids. The advantages of this approach are the simplicity of the method, uniformity, larger area, and flexibility of the structures.
Plasmonic properties of these structures were characterized using UV/Vis absorption spectroscopy, dark field microscopy, and SERS. We observed two dominant surface plasmon absorption bands of the plasmonic structures that originated from near to bottom (uD mode) and near to center (uP mode) of the structures. Both surface plasmon modes shifted towards shorter wavelengths when the diameter of the structures was decreased. An interesting observation is that the absorbance corresponding to the uP and uD modes depends on both the size and depth of the plasmonic structures. The uD mode is more dominant at larger size and deeper structures. However, when the size and depth are reduced, the uP mode becomes more dominant. The plasmonic properties of nanovoid structures were extensively studied in the literature [67] [68] [69] . These reports suggest that the band at the shorter wavelengths is due to the surface plasmons confined near the bottom of the void, and is called uD mode. The absorption band appearing at longer wavelengths in the absorption spectra is due to surface plasmons generated near to the center of the void, and is called uP mode. The absorption of the uP mode is always at longer wavelengths compared with the uD mode 68 . The spectral position of these two modes is strongly dependent on the size of voids and correlates linearly with the void size. When the size of void is decreased, the absorption wavelength shifts to shorter wavelengths for both modes 68 . The spectra we show in Figure 4 exhibit a similar behavior (marked as blue lines), with the exception of very small voids, where the spectrum resembles the absorption profile of a thin, which is consistent with other data reported in the literature 54, 61, 67, 68 .
We also obtained dark field microscopy images that confirmed the UV/Vis absorption measurements. The largest and smallest sizes of plasmonic nanostructures appeared as red and green, respectively.
Finally, SERS spectra were obtained to evaluate the plasmonic properties of the structures using Raman reporter molecules. The experimental results showed that the maximum SERS intensity was obtained when the size of nanostructures was 800 nm for 633 nm excitation and 1400 nm for 785 nm excitation. In addition, the SERS performance of nanovoid plasmonic structures was compared with that of Ag coated thin films on PDMS surfaces. At least 25 times improvement in the SERS signal was observed on the nanovoid structured surfaces vs smooth thin film. Overall, the maximum intensity (SERS enhancement) was obtained using nanovoids with 1400 nm size for 785 nm laser excitation, and 800 nm size for 633 nm laser excitation. It should be noted that, since uP mode produces the strongest electric field distribution near the center of the voids 68 , the SERS enhancement factor should be more dependent on the wavelength of uP mode. Indeed, the maximum SERS enhancement was obtained when the uP mode absorption wavelength is close to the calculated l LSPR .
A comparison of SERS activity of Ag coated nanovoids and Cr (adhesion layer) and Ag coated nanovoids was also performed. We noted that the expected dampening effect of the adhesion layer was dependent on the excitation wavelength, with lower dampening at longer excitation wavelengths. Finally, the SERS enhancement factor was calculated for the structures giving highest SERS intensity, using Rhodamine 6G as probe molecule. Maximum enhancement factors (1.31 3 10 6 and 1.42 3 10 6 ) were obtained for nanostructures coated with a Ag layer having 1400 nm diameter (for 785 nm laser excitation) and 800 nm diameter (for 633 nm laser excitation).
In conclusion, these nanostructures are simple to fabricate and their plasmonic properties can easily be tuned by changing the size of the latex particles used as mold. In addition, physical forces such as stretching, bending and twisting of the flexible PDMS structure can further tune their plasmonic properties. These properties combined with the high SERS enhancement factors offer great promise for their use in SERS-based sensing and characterization of biological and chemical structures. Due to the large surface area of these structures (comparable to smooth thin films), their plasmonic tunability and mechanical flexibility, they can also be used in other plasmonic-based applications such as photovoltaic devices and catalytic processes. Methods Chemicals. Dichloromethane, 4-ATP, ethanol, and Rhodamine 6G were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (USA). PDMS elastomer kit was purchased from Dow Corning (USA). Sulfate latex particles (8% w/v) were purchased from Invitrogen (USA).
Fabrication of plasmonic nanostructures. A 10 mL of spherical sulfate latex particles (8% w/v) with diameters of 1600 nm, 1400 nm, 1200 nm, 1000 nm, 800 nm, 600 nm were dropped onto the cleaned regular glass slide and desiccated in the oven (at 100uC) for approximately 3 minutes to quickly dry and eliminate the coffee ring effect. The viscous PDMS elastomer was poured on the assembled latex particles and cured for 2 hours in the oven at 100uC. The cured PDMS was peeled off and washed with dichloromethane to remove the latex residues on the surface. The bowl-shaped nanovoid structures that were obtained on the PDMS surfaces were coated with 60 nm Ag layer or 5 nm Cr and 60 nm Ag layer using a sputtering instrument (Kurt J. Lesker Company).
Structural characterization. SEM and AFM were used for the structural characterization of the latex particle coatings, PDMS surfaces, and plasmonic nanostructures. All SEM images were obtained using a FEI NanoSEM instrument with an accelerating voltage of 10 kV. All AFM images were taken with an Asylum Research MFP-3D AFM (Oxford Instrument).
Optical measurements. UV/Vis absorption spectra of the plasmonic nanostructures were recorded by a Varian Cary 50 Bio UV/Visible spectrophotometer. Dark field microscopy images were performed at 1003 optical magnification using a CytoViva dark field condenser coupled to an upright Olympus microscope. SERS measurements were performed with a Renishaw InVia Raman microscope with excitation wavelengths at 633 nm and 785 nm. 4-ATP and Rhodamine 6G were used as SERS probe molecules to evaluate the SERS performance of the structures. The plasmonic nanostructures (Ag coated or Cr and Ag coated) were incubated in an ethanolic solution of 4-ATP (1 mM) for 2 h to form a self-assembly monolayer (SAM) of molecules on the surface. Then, the surfaces were washed with ethanol to remove the unbound molecules from the surfaces. When the 633 nm laser is used for Ag coated nanostructures, the exposure time and laser power were 10 s and 80 mW. However, when the surfaces were coated with a adhesion layer (Cr) and a Ag layer, the exposure time and laser power were 10 s and 800 mW. When the 785 nm laser is used, the exposure time and laser power were 10 s and 100 mW for Ag coated nanostructures. However, when the surfaces were coated with an adhesion layer (Cr) and a Ag layer, the exposure time and laser power were 10 s and 1000 mW. A 10 mL of rhodamine 6G (1.0 3 10 26 ) was dropped on the Ag coated and Cr/Ag coated surfaces to evaluate the dampening properties of the structures. The exposure time and laser power were 10 s and 800 mW for the 633 nm laser and the exposure time and laser power were 10 s and 1000 mW for the 785 nm laser. Finally, a 10 mL of rhodamine 6G (1.0 3 10 21 M) was dropped on the CaF 2 slide to obtain Raman spectra, and 1.0 3 10 26 M of rhodamine 6G was dropped on the nanostructured area to obtain a SERS spectra to estimate the enhancement factor of the plasmonic structures. The exposure time and laser power were 10 s and 800 mW for 633 nm laser, and 10 s and 1000 mW for 785 nm laser. In this study, all presented SERS spectra of 4-ATP and Rhodamine 6G are the average of ten spectra obtained from arbitrarily chosen areas under the microscope for each sample. The percent coefficient of variation (CV%) of the SERS spectra was in the range of 7-12% for all structures and both lasers.
